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Daily Highlights

WBOC reports Dover, Delaware, police are looking for whoever placed pieces of steel on
railroad tracks that resulted in the derailment of two rail cars on Saturday evening, September
16; there were no injuries.  (See item 13)

• 

The Washington Post reports a new water−monitoring device, used in the Washington, DC,
region as well as New York City and San Francisco, electronically analyzes the behavior of
eight bluegills to detect the presence of chemical toxins or other contaminants in water
supplies.  (See item 22)

• 

The Associated Press reports hundreds of patients and hospital workers may have been
exposed to tuberculosis by a health care worker sick with the airborne disease; at least 10
people have caught it so far.  (See item 24)

• 
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Energy Sector

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, Cyber:
ELEVATED
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES−ISAC) −
http://www.esisac.com]

1. September 19, Associated Press — Nigeria to restore oil production loss. Nigeria is working
to soon restore losses in oil production because of militant attacks on some pipelines, the
country's finance minister said Tuesday, September 19. Over the last eight months, Nigeria's oil
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production has dropped 600,000 barrels a day to 1.9 million barrels from a projected 2.5 million
barrels because of the attacks and violence in the oil−rich Niger Delta, said Finance Minister
Nenadi E. Usman. Charles Soludo, Nigeria's central bank governor, said he expect the pipelines
to be repaired "in weeks to months," but gave no timeframe. Nigeria, Africa's largest oil
producer, ranks fifth among crude suppliers to the United States. Finance Minister Nenadi E.
Usman also allayed concerns that her country's growing engagement with China on the oil
front, could slow Nigeria's exports to the United States. "We used to supply 10 percent of the
U.S. requirement. We still do that," she said, when asked if a recent agreement to double
Nigeria's crude oil exports to China would hurt supplies to the United States.
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/business/AP−Singapore−Nigeri
a−Oil.html?_r=1&oref=login

2. September 19, Herald Tribune (FL) — Florida Power & Light pipeline leaks oil into Tampa
Bay. Approximately 900 gallons of oil leaked from a Florida Power & Light (FPL) pipeline at
Port Manatee in Florida on Monday, September 18. A security officer noticed a sheen in the
water at dawn and notified authorities. The leak was plugged by mid−morning, officials said.
FPL, the Department of Environmental Protection, the port, and the Coast Guard worked
feverishly to remove the oil from the water's surface. About 500 gallons were recovered by 5
p.m. EST and put into storage trucks. Mel Klein of FPL said he didn't know when the line was
last inspected or which company supplied the barge that transported the oil. FPL's oil, used to
generate electricity, is brought in by barge and then put in a storage tank before it is moved by
pipeline to two larger storage tanks. Once there, the oil travels 13 miles underground to FPL's
power plant in Parrish. Officials aren't sure at what point the leak happened. Service to FPL
customers will not be interrupted, officials said, because the plant has ample reserves and can
operate on natural gas.
Source: http://www.heraldtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/2006
0919/NEWS/609190565

3. September 19, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission — Nuclear Regulatory Commission
conducting special inspection at Seabrook nuclear power plant. The NRC has begun a
Special Inspection at the Seabrook nuclear power plant to inspect and assess an event that
occurred at the facility on August 31. On that day, the plant was shut down in accordance with
operating procedures after two emergency diesel generators experienced problems with their
voltage controls. Throughout the event, all off−site power lines and a pair of smaller
supplemental diesel generators were available. After repairs were made and the generators were
returned to service, the reactor was restarted on September 3 and returned to power operations
on September 4. Among other things, investigators will independently assess the apparent
causes that contributed to the failure of the emergency diesel generators and review the
company’s root cause evaluation of what took place. Nuclear power plants produce electricity
which is fed into the grid. However, they also take back some of that power for the operation of
safety systems. In the event that off−site power is lost, the plant would turn to its backup
sources of energy, including its emergency diesel generators, to shut down the plant. As such,
the generators play an important role in plant safety.
Source: http://www.nrc.gov/reading−rm/doc−collections/news/2006/06−0 53i.html

4. September 18, MarketWatch — DOT says BP's Prudhoe Bay restart might take weeks. The
Department of Transportation (DOT) said Monday, September 18, it will decide in weeks "or
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maybe longer" whether to allow BP to restart the flow of oil through a key pipeline on the
eastern half of its Prudhoe Bay field in Alaska. The pipeline, with a capacity of about 150,000
barrels a day, has been shut since the beginning of August when the company discovered a
small spill caused by severe corrosion. BP asked the department last week for permission to
restart the oil so it can operate a device called a "smart pig," a cylindrical droid that's carried
along with the oil flow as it inspects the pipeline walls for corrosion. BP executives said the
company plans to replace 16 miles of pipeline where was corrosion was discovered and a spill
occurred in March. These pipelines bring oil from Prudhoe Bay's processing stations to the
Trans−Alaska Pipeline System.
Source: http://www.marketwatch.com/News/Story/Story.aspx?dist=newsfi
nder&siteid=google&guid=%7B799B6789−F59E−404C−885F−A69283D7F
28D%7D&keyword=

[Return to top]

Chemical Industry and Hazardous Materials Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

Defense Industrial Base Sector

5. September 19, Washington Post — Trade dispute snares tanker bids. An international trade
dispute between Boeing Co. and Airbus SAS has begun affecting the politics of a
multibillion−dollar competition to build the Air Force's next fleet of refueling tankers. Deputy
Defense Secretary Gordon England decided that companies competing to build the new tanker
would be asked about the potential impact an aircraft trade dispute now before the World Trade
Organization (WTO) might have on their bid. The United States and the European Union have
accused each other of illegally subsidizing their flagship aircraft manufacturers, Boeing and
Airbus. The measure could prove troublesome for a team that includes European Aeronautic
Defense and Space Co. which owns Airbus and has announced plans to compete against Boeing
for the work tanker project. However, Sen. John McCain (R−AZ), the vice chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, called England's position "unprecedented" and said it could
limit competition for the tanker. Replacement of the Air Force's aging fleet of tankers, which
refuel fighters and other planes in mid−air, has become a three−year−long saga for the defense
industry. It is unclear when the WTO dispute could be resolved. Air Force plans call for a
winner of the tanker competition to be announced next year.
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp−dyn/content/article/2006/09
/18/AR2006091801285.html

6. September 19, Associated Press — Air Force to test coal−based jet fuel. The Air Force tested
a new jet fuel blend made partly from coal on Tuesday, September 19. A B−52 bomber at
Edwards Air Force Base in California took off with two of its eight jet engines burning a 50−50
blend of synthetic and oil−based fuel. The goal is to develop, test and pave the way to
commercialize the fuel. The military wants a fuel that works with engines, fuel systems and
supply infrastructure already in the field. High fuel prices are making it more attractive, and the
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Pentagon hopes it can help jump−start an industry by earmarking funds for synthetic jet fuel
starting in 2008.
Source: http://www.guardian.co.uk/uslatest/story/0,,−6089699,00.html

[Return to top]

Banking and Finance Sector

7. September 18, Government Technology — New coalition to combat ID theft and fraud. The
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the Better Business Bureau system (BBB)
on Monday, September 18, announced a partnership with a cross−sector team of high profile
companies to create a single resource of standards and guidelines that businesses and other
organizations can use to prevent and respond to identity theft and fraud. The nine founding
partners that have joined ANSI and BBB in this effort are AT&T, Citi, ChoicePoint, Dell Inc.,
Intersections Inc., Microsoft, Staples, Inc., TransUnion and Visa U.S.A. The initiative, called
the Identity Theft Prevention and Identity Management Standards Panel (IDSP), leverages
ANSI's expertise as coordinator of the U.S. standards and conformity assessment system, with
BBB's experience in advancing trust in the marketplace. The IDSP will have two main charges:
it will identify and catalogue in one place any existing, broadly−applicable identity theft and
fraud prevention standards and guidelines; and it will identify areas where updated or new
standards are needed. Issues to be explored by the IDSP include managing access, storage and
disposal of customer and employee data, personnel qualifications and training for the handling
of sensitive data, amont other issues.
Source: http://www.ansi.org/standards_activities/standards_boards_pa
nels/idsp/overview.aspx?menuid=3

8. September 18, Websense Security Labs — Multiple Phishing Alert: Hanley Economic
Building Society, Orchard Bank Credit Card, Elevations Credit Union, BrightStar Credit
Union. Websense Security Labs has identified a phishing attack targeting customers of The
Hanley Economic Building Society. Users receive a spoofed e−mail message, claiming that a
new firewall has been installed and that users must upgrade their online banking access
privileges. The e−mail provides a link to a phishing site. Another phishing attack targets
customers of Orchard Bank Credit Card. Users receive a spoofed e−mail message, which claims
that due to unauthorized access to online banking services, the account needs to be verified. The
e−mail provides a link to a phishing site that attempts to collect the user's account information.
Another phishing attack targets customers of Elevations Credit Union. Users receive a spoofed
e−mail message, claiming that the maximum number of login attempts in 24 hours has been
reached. The e−mail provides a link to a phishing site. Customers of BrightStar Credit Union
have been targeted by a phishing attack. Users receive a spoofed e−mail message claiming that
they must verify their email and account information in order to receive some special
announcements from the bank. The e−mail message provides a link to a phishing site.
Screenshots:
http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?Ale rtID=621
http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?AlertID =620
http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?AlertID =619
http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/alerts/alert.php?AlertID =618
Source: http://www.websensesecuritylabs.com/
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9. September 18, CNET News — Google plugs phishing hole. Google has acknowledged the
presence of a phishing hole on its Public Service Search application and has blocked access to
the service until the problem is fixed. The problem went public when blogger Eric Farraro
posted details on Thursday, September 14, on his software development blog. Farraro said that
the customizable code in Google's Public Service Search, which enables nonprofit institutions
like universities to install ad−free Google search functions on their Websites at no cost, could
be used to create a page hosted on the google.com domain. Scammers could then use this to
build fraudulent Google pages to lure people into handing over personal information, Farraro
noted. Google confirmed the existence of the security hole in a statement posted on its blog on
Friday. The company has temporarily disabled all login access to Public Service Search clients
and has placed a moratorium on new sign−ups.
Source: http://news.com.com/Google+plugs+phishing+hole/2100−1002_3−6
116852.html?tag=cd.top

[Return to top]

Transportation and Border Security Sector

10.September 19, Associated Press — Air India plane returns to Toronto. An Air India jet with
about 150 passengers and crew was forced to return to Toronto after a suspicious package was
found on board the flight, authorities said. Flight 188, which left Toronto's Pearson Airport
Monday morning, September 18, was an hour into its flight to India, via Birmingham, England,
when a passenger told the crew he found a suspicious package in one of the bathrooms, Sgt.
Todd Moore of the Peel Regional Police said Tuesday, September 19. The pilot returned to
Toronto, where the jet was taxied to a remote terminal and the flight was evacuated. Bomb
disposal and canine units examined the package, which was deemed safe, authorities said. It
was later detonated. Moore said an investigation was ongoing. A bomb exploded on an Air
India flight on June 23, 1985, killing 329 people in what is Canada's worst case of mass murder.
Source: http://www.usatoday.com/travel/news/2006−09−19−plane−returns _x.htm

11.September 19, Agence France−Presse — British man flies to Holland on his two−year−old
daughter's passport. At a time of heightened security at British airports, a businessman was
allowed to fly from London to Amsterdam using his two−year−old daughter's passport. Car
rental firm boss Mark Coshever picked up the wrong passport but was twice waved through
passport checks at London Luton Airport and onto his EasyJet flight to Holland. The
29−year−old told the Daily Mirror he only realized his mistake when he touched down at
Amsterdam and pointed out the fact to the immigration desk there. Dutch officials then checked
his identity and gave him a letter allowing him to stay in the country for 48 hours. EasyJet
admitted that staff misread Coshever's passport and had been disciplined.
Source: http://www.usatoday.com/travel/flights/2006−09−19−passport−m istake_x.htm

12.September 19, Chicago Tribune — Rail project starts off small. A 10−year plan to modernize
the Chicago area's antiquated freight railroad system began on Monday, September 18, but with
funding for only about a fifth of the estimated $1.5 billion cost. The initial $330 million will go
mainly to preliminary design and engineering work, plus some start−up construction to increase
the speed of trains from the West Coast delivering goods here from around the world. Officials
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announced the project's start on the Southwest Side at the Brighton Park Junction, a 19th
Century crossing where four major rail lines converge. All trains, from 100−car freights to
Amtrak and Metra passenger coaches, must come to a complete stop at the busy intersection
until a switch−tender working inside a rickety shed clears them to proceed. The project, known
as CREATE (Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Project) would
ease rail congestion across the country by untying the bottleneck in the Chicago area, backers
of the program said. While it takes a freight train traveling from California several days to reach
the outskirts of Chicago, it often takes another four days to reach its ultimate destination in the
region because of severe rail congestion, lack of track capacity and outmoded equipment,
officials said.
Source: http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/southsouthwest/chi−
0609190234sep19,1,720960.story?coll=chi−newslocalssouthwest− hed

13.September 19, WBOC (DE) — Vandals cause train derailment in Dover. Dover, DE, police
are looking for whoever placed pieces of steel on railroad tracks that resulted in the derailment
of two rail cars on Saturday evening, September 16. Police say that at approximately 6:55 p.m.
EDT, officers responded to a report of damage to two rail cars. An investigation revealed that
sometime earlier that day, an unknown person placed several pieces of steel on the tracks in the
area of Kesselring and Beechwood. A train proceeding through this area at around 6:55 p.m.
struck the steel, causing two rail cars to derail. The rail cars are owned by Norfolk Southern
Corporation. Police say there was approximately $26,000 damage to the rail cars and track in
that area.
Source: http://www.wboc.com/Global/story.asp?S=5422182&nav=menu222_3

14.September 18, Insurance Journal — NTSB reports transportation fatalities up in 2005.
Transportation fatalities in the United States increased last year, according to preliminary
figures released on Monday, September 18, by the National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB). Deaths from transportation accidents in the United States in 2005 totaled 45,636, up
from 45,092 in 2004. "It is very disturbing to see transportation fatalities rising," said NTSB
Chairman Mark V. Rosenker. "In all modes, but especially on our roads and highways, we need
a concerted effort by government, industry and the traveling public to establish a strong
downward trend in the number of fatal accidents." Highway transportation, which by far
accounts for the largest portion of fatalities, rose to 43,443 in 2005 from 42,836 in 2004. The
number of persons killed in all aviation accidents in 2005 dropped to 616 from 652 in 2004.
Aviation statistics are compiled by the NTSB. Numbers for all other modes are provided by the
Department of Transportation.
Source: http://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2006/09/18/725 03.htm

15.August 16, Government Accountability Office — GAO−06−816: Coast Guard:
Non−Homeland Security Performance Measures Are Generally Sound, but Opportunities
for Improvement Exist (Report). Using performance measures, the Coast Guard explains how
well its programs are performing. To do so, it reports one “primary” measure for each program
(such as percent of mariners rescued) and maintains data on other, “secondary” measures (such
as percent of property saved). Concerns have been raised about whether measures for
non−homeland security programs accurately reflect performance, that is, they did not rise or fall
as resources were added or reduced. For the six non−homeland security programs, the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) used established criteria to assess the soundness of
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the primary measures—that is, whether measures cover key activities; are clearly stated; and
are objective, measurable, and quantifiable—and the reliability of data used to calculate them.
GAO also used these criteria to assess the soundness of 23 selected secondary measures.
Finally, through interviews and report review, GAO assessed challenges in using measures to
link resources to results. GAO made recommendations to clarify, develop targets, establish
criteria, and review external data for certain performance measures and improve the Coast
Guard’s overall reporting of results. DHS and the Coast Guard generally agreed with the
recommendations in this report.
Highlights: http://www.gao.gov/highlights/d06816high.pdf
Source: http://www.gao.gov/cgi−bin/getrpt?GAO−06−816

[Return to top]

Postal and Shipping Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

Agriculture Sector

16.September 18, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service — Wyoming's brucellosis status
changed to class free. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (APHIS) is amending its brucellosis regulations concerning interstate
movement of cattle by changing Wyoming’s classification from Class A to Class Free. APHIS
has determined that Wyoming has met the standards for Class Free status. Class Free status is
based on a state finding no known brucellosis in cattle for the 12 months preceding designation
as Class Free. Restrictions on the interstate movement of cattle become less stringent as a state
approaches or achieves Class Free status. This action relieves certain restrictions on the
interstate movement of cattle from Wyoming.
Source: http://www.aphis.usda.gov/newsroom/content/2006/09/bruwyfree .shtml

17.September 18, Agence France−Presse — Case of mad cow disease found in France. A cow
in central France has tested positive for mad cow disease, the country's fifth detected case this
year, local authorities said. The 12−year−old dairy cow from the central−eastern Bourgogne
region was put down in August after developing the symptoms of bovine spongiform
encephalopathy. The animal later tested positive for the disease. Local veterinary chief
Dominique Chabanet said it was probably infected by eating animal−based flour, before its use
as cow feed was banned in 1996. The cow's calves were to be put down as a security measure,
along with all animals born to the same herd in the same year. The number of French cases of
BSE has been declining steadily, from a peak of 274 in 2001 to 31 last year.
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20060918/hl_afp/francefarmhealth _060918153658

18.September 18, Stop Soybean Rust News — Louisiana Parish has high−level rust infection;
more Georgia finds. A high−severity, high−incidence soybean rust infection was reported
Monday, September 18, afternoon in a commercial field in Assumption Parish, Louisiana. This
is the 13th rust−infected parish in the state and 58th infected county/parish in the U.S. this year.
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Georgia reported Monday, September 18, that soybean rust was detected this past week on a
soybean sample collected September 8 from one of Georgia sentinel plots in Tifton, GA, which
is located in south central Georgia. This is the second rust find in that county this growing
season. Soybean rust was also found on kudzu in Grady County Georgia, which is located in
south central Georgia, bordering Florida. This is also the second rust find in that county.
Source: http://www.stopsoybeanrust.com/viewStory.asp?StoryID=954

[Return to top]

Food Sector

19.September 19, Associated Press — Source E. coli outbreak sought. Federal health officials
await test results from California farms and packing plants that could allow them to pinpoint the
source of an E. coli outbreak that's sickened spinach eaters across the country. Though state and
federal officials have traced the outbreak to a California company's fresh spinach, they still
don't know how bacteria contaminated the leafy greens. They have ruled out tampering, leaving
multiple other potential sources of contamination, including the water and fertilizer that farmers
in California's Salinas Valley use to grow much of the nation's spinach crop. Testing could
reveal that source, though that isn't guaranteed. It is the 20th food−poisoning episode since
1995 linked to spinach or lettuce, the Food and Drug Administration said. At least eight were
traced to produce grown in the Salinas Valley. The FDA and the California Department of
Health Services again are reviewing irrigation methods, harvest conditions and other practices
at farms possibly involved.
Source: http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory?id=2461611

20.September 19, Agence France−Presse — Pigs fed steroids cause food poisoning in China.
Over 330 Shanghai residents have been poisoned by pork tainted with a weight−loss steroid
popular among bodybuilders. Clenbuterol was used by farmers in east China to produce leaner
pork meat. As a result, a total of 336 people have been poisoned in Shanghai since September
13. The chemical can reportedly cause damage to the human nervous and cardiovascular
system. Most of the pigs have been traced to neighboring Zhejiang where rearing pigs on
clenbuterol, known locally as "lean meat powder", is widespread. Many farmers stop feeding
the pigs with the drug several weeks before they are slaughtered, making detection difficult for
food inspectors.
Source: http://www.breitbart.com/news/2006/09/19/060919065258.qtzm4e om.html

[Return to top]

Water Sector

21.September 18, Contra Costa Times (CA) — Water district warns of bogus inspectors. The
Contra Costa, CA, Water District is warning customers about phony inspectors who are trying
to steal personal information. At least one person has been duped into giving her Social
Security number to an impostor who said her water was unsafe to drink without a special filter.
The impostor gained entry to the woman's home to demonstrate how the filter works and then
got the customer to provide personal information, including her Social Security number, as part
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of the sales promotion.
Source: http://www.mercurynews.com/mld/mercurynews/news/breaking_new s/15550810.htm

22.September 18, Washington Post — Fish used to protect water supply. With the help of
technology developed by the U.S. Army and a private company, the bluegill is keeping vigil
over the Washington, DC, region's water supplies. The fish are a key component of the IAC
1090 Intelligent Aquatic Biomonitoring System, a new water−monitoring device that
electronically analyzes the behavior of eight captive bluegills to detect the presence of chemical
toxins or other contaminants. The system is also in use in New York City and San Francisco. If
the fish show signs of distress in response to something in the water, the system automatically
trips an alarm, takes samples, and summons authorities by e−mail and pager so that they can
investigate whether there is a threat to humans. Utilities have always taken routine steps to
ensure the quality of the water they provide, including the regular testing of samples and the
treatment of water to kill pathogens. Such measures continue, and experts point out that
poisoning a city's water supply would be difficult because the sheer volume would dilute and
overwhelm most chemicals. Yet the risk of such an attack has prompted officials to search for
every tool they can find.
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp−dyn/content/article/2006/09
/17/AR2006091700406.html

[Return to top]

Public Health Sector

23.September 19, Agence France−Presse — Asia still not prepared for pandemic. The
Asia−Pacific region is still not prepared to handle the threat from emerging infectious diseases
such as bird flu, according to the World Health Organization (WHO). To help the region better
prepare, the WHO has released what it described as a "road map" for governments on how to
prepare for emerging diseases, its Western Pacific office in Manila said Tuesday, September
19. The road map or Asian Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases is aimed at helping countries
prepare, prevent, detect and respond to emerging infectious diseases.
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific: http://www.wpro.who.int/
Source: http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20060919/hl_afp/healthfluasiawho _060919132955

24.September 18, Associated Press — Hundreds may face tuberculosis exposure in Oklahoma.
Hundreds of patients and hospital workers may have been exposed to tuberculosis (TB) by a
health care worker sick with the airborne disease, and at least 10 people have caught it, public
health officials said Monday, September 18. A letter sent to about 1,650 patients and 350
workers at Integris Southwest Medical Center in Oklahoma City warned of their potential
exposure and urged them to get skin tests to determine whether they were infected, said Gene
Claflin, medical director of the Oklahoma City Health Department. About 250 members of the
general public have also been alerted. The disease was diagnosed in at least 10 people among
the 600 people who have been tested so far, including all of the hospital employees, said Mary
Spinner, administrator of the tuberculosis program for the agency. Spinner said she expects the
number to rise as more people are tested.
TB information: http://www.cdc.gov/nchstp/tb/default.htm
Source: http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2006/09/18/ap/health/mainD8K7 INUG1.shtml
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25.September 18, New York Times — Bid to stockpile bioterror drugs stymied by setbacks.
Project BioShield is a $5.6 billion effort to exploit the country’s top medical and scientific
brains and fill an emergency medical cabinet with new drugs and vaccines for a host of threats.
So far, only a small fraction of the anticipated remedies are available. Drug companies have
waited months, if not years, for government agencies to decide which treatments they want and
in what quantities. Unable to attract large pharmaceutical corporations to join the endeavor, the
government is instead relying on small start−up companies. The troubles have been most acute
with a $900 million push to add a new anthrax vaccine to the stockpile. What had begun as an
effort to test and manufacture a safer, faster−acting vaccine has turned into an ugly battle
between two biotech businesses. Each has hired Washington lobbyists to attack its rival’s
product. Delivery of the new vaccine is far behind schedule, and a dispute between the
Department of Health and Human Services and the company chosen to make the vaccine, could
even end the deal. The only doses that have been added to the stockpile are of a decades−old
vaccine that has generated complaints of serious side effects.
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/18/washington/18anthrax.html?
ex=1158724800&en=6a0bfa292b205543&ei=5087%0A

[Return to top]

Government Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

Emergency Services Sector

26.September 19, Federal Emergency Management Agency — Federal Emergency Management
Agency National Situation Update. Atlantic/Gulf of Mexico/Caribbean Sea: Hurricane
Helene: At 5:00 a.m. EDT, Tuesday, September 19, the center of Helene was located 945 miles
east−southeast of Bermuda or about 975 miles east−northeast of San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Maximum sustained winds are near 115 mph, with higher gusts. Some strengthening is forecast.
Helene is not a threat to the United States or its territories at this time. Hurricane Gordon: At
5:00 a.m. EDT, Tuesday, September 19, Gordon was moving east near 28 mph over the open
Atlantic ocean 630 miles west of the Azores. Maximum sustained winds are near 105 mph, with
higher gusts. Some weakening is forecast. Gordon is not a threat to the United States or its
territories at this time. Central and Eastern Pacific: Tropical Depression 02C located about 640
miles south of Hilo, HI. It is not a threat to the United States or its territories at this time.
Western Pacific: Typhoon 16W (Yagi) is located 1,80 miles east−northeast of Guam, tracking
east−southeastward at four mph and poses no threat to United States territories.
To view other Situation Updates: http://www.fema.gov/emergency/reports/index.shtm
Source: http://www.fema.gov/emergency/reports/2006/nat091906.shtm

[Return to top]

Information Technology and Telecommunications Sector
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27.September 19, Reuters — Toshiba to replace 340,000 Sony−made batteries. Toshiba Corp.
said on Tuesday, September 19, it would replace about 340,000 laptop computer batteries
worldwide, the third recall of faulty batteries made by Sony Corp. in less than 40 days. The
batteries, used in Dynabook and Dynabook Satellite laptops manufactured between March and
May this year, could fail on the road because of problems with storing and transmitting power,
Toshiba spokesperson Keisuke Ohmori said.
Source: http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1895,2017514,00.asp

28.September 19, IDG News Service — New AIM worm may prove difficult to fight. A
sophisticated computer worm spreading via AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) is setting up a
botnet that may be difficult to combat, security researchers said. The worm, known as
W32.pipeline, propagates when AIM users click on a Web link that appears to have been sent
to them by someone on their buddy list. If the recipient clicks on the link, an executable file that
looks like a JPEG will download into a Windows folder, according to researchers at security
company FaceTime Communications Inc. The file can then execute a number of different
attacks. It can open up the e−mail port on the PC and send out spam messages. It can also
install a variant of the "hacker defender" rootkit. One of the most dangerous aspects of the
worm is that it can also connect to remote file upload sites. Once a computer is infected, the
program will propagate using the same instant messaging method.
Source: http://www.infoworld.com/article/06/09/19/HNnewaimworm_1.htm l

29.September 18, Security Focus — Microsoft PowerPoint remote code execution
vulnerability. Microsoft PowerPoint is prone to a remote code execution vulnerability. This
issue can allow remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on a vulnerable computer by
supplying a malicious PowerPoint document to a user. This issue is being actively exploited in
the wild as Trojan.PPDropper. This issue is currently known to affect only Office 2000
(Chinese version only) on Windows XP (Chinese).
Solution: Currently, Security Focus is not aware of any vendor−supplied patches for this issue.
Source: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/20059/references

30.September 18, Security Focus — Adobe Flash Player multiple remote code execution
vulnerabilities. Adobe Flash Player is prone to multiple remote code execution vulnerabilities
because it fails to properly sanitize user−supplied input. An attacker could exploit this issue by
creating a media file containing large, dynamically generated string data and submitting it to be
processed by the media player. These issues allow remote attackers to execute arbitrary
machine code in the context of the user running the application. Other attacks are also possible.
For a complete list of vulnerable products: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/19980/info
Solution: The vendor has released a fix to resolve this issue. Please see the references for more
information: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/19980/references
Source: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/19980/discuss

31.September 18, Security Focus — Macromedia Flash malformed SWF file multiple
vulnerabilities. The Macromedia Flash plug−in is prone to multiple remote vulnerabilities. An
attacker can exploit these vulnerabilities to execute arbitrary code or to crash the application
hosting the Flash player (typically a Web browser). Attackers exploit these issues through
maliciously malformed SWF files that have been placed on a Website or e−mailed to
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unsuspecting users.
For a complete list of vulnerable products: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/18894/info
Solution: The vendor has released a fix to resolve this issue. Please see the references for more
information: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/18894/references
Source: http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/18894/discuss

32.September 18, IDG News Service — Spammers making money from free Web−host
services. Spammers have found a way to mine free Web−hosting services for cash. Online
scammers have long used free hosting services such as Yahoo Geocities or Tripod as a way to
get around e−mail filters that might otherwise recognize their spam Websites. But now some
enterprising spammers have begun selling each other these free Web pages, according to
security vendor McAfee Inc. For $25 per week a spammer will sell 50 Web−hosting accounts
that can be used to redirect Web traffic to sites that normally would be flagged. "These 'link
providers' create and maintain thousands of free hosting accounts on behalf of the spammers,"
wrote McAfee's Nick Kelly in a recent posting to McAfee's Avert Labs blog. "They know that
the bigger hosts are unlikely to get blacklisted because they have so many legitimate users," he
added.
McAfee blog: http://www.avertlabs.com/research/blog/?p=88
Source: http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewA
rticleBasic&articleId=9003411&intsrc=news_ts_head

33.September 18, eWeek — DHS names Cyber−Security Chief. The Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) has picked a new cyber−security czar. After a year−long search, the federal
government named former Information Technology Association of America vice president
Gregory Garcia to be its overseer for cyber−security in the United States. According to a
statement released Wednesday, September 18, by DHS secretary Michael Chertoff, Garcia will
bring the "right mix of experience in government and the private sector" to succeed in the role
of Assistant Secretary for Cyber Security and Telecommunications. In his new role, Garcia will
be responsible for two divisions within DHS −− the National Communications System and
National Cyber Security.
Source: http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1895,2017406,00.asp

34.September 18, eWeek — Zero−day IE attacks spotted in wild. Security researchers at Sunbelt
Software have discovered an active malware attack against fully patched versions of
Microsoft's Internet Explorer (IE) browser. There are at least three different sites hosting the
malicious executables, which are being served up on a rotational basis. According to Eric Sites,
vice president of research and development at Florida−based Sunbelt Software, the
vulnerability is a buffer overflow in the way the world's most widely used browser handles
Vector Markup Language code. The attack is linked to the WebAttacker, a do−it−yourself
malware installation toolkit that is sold at multiple underground Websites. "Once you click on
the site, the exploit opens an MS−DOS box and starts installing spyware," Sites said. He said
the exploit can be mitigated by turning off JavaScript in the browser.
Source: http://www.eweek.com/article2/0,1895,2017407,00.asp

Internet Alert Dashboard
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Current Port Attacks

Top 10 Target Ports 1026 (win−rpc), 1027 (icq), 1434 (ms−sql−m), 445
(microsoft−ds), 53 (domain), 139 (netbios−ssn), 113 (auth),
135 (epmap), 5900 (vnc), 443 (https)
Source: http://isc.incidents.org/top10.html; Internet Storm Center

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US−CERT at soc@us−cert.gov or visit
their Website: www.us−cert.gov.

Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and Analysis Center)
Website: https://www.it−isac.org/.

[Return to top]

Commercial Facilities/Real Estate, Monument &Icons Sector

Nothing to report.
[Return to top]

General Sector

35.September 19, All Headline News — Study: U.S. prisons breed Islamic extremists. A study
released on Tuesday, September 19, reveals that jailed Islamic radicals with a violent outlook
are using U.S. prisons to breed terrorists; the extremists seem to be taking of advantage of the
situation since prisons have limited religious monitoring programs in the U.S. A combined
study done by George Washington University and the University of Virginia shows that state
and local prison authorities are having a hard time restricting or keeping track of "radicalized
behavior" by inmates or counselors who offer religious services to the inmates. Many states
simply cannot afford preventive programs in this area, like California: "[Officials report] that
every investigation into radical groups in their prisons uncovers new leads, but they simply do
not have enough investigators to follow every case of radicalization." The study which was
released at a Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee hearing on
"homegrown" terrorists says, "Radicalized prisoners are a potential pool of recruits by terrorist
groups."
Source: http://www.allheadlinenews.com/articles/7004911049

36.September 19, Associated Press — Thai military moves to overthrow prime minister.
Thailand's army commander staged a coup Tuesday night, September 19, and ousted Prime
Minister Thaksin Shinawatra while he was in New York, circling his offices with tanks,
declaring martial law, and revoking the constitution. General Sondhi Boonyaratkalin, who is
known to be close to Thailand's revered monarch and is a Muslim in this Buddhist−dominated
nation, took power without a shot being fired. He will serve as acting prime minister, said army
spokesperson Colonel Akara Chitroj. Thaksin, who was first elected in 2001, has faced calls to
resign amid allegations of corruption and abuse of power, and the coup came on the eve of a
major rally −− the first in months −− that was scheduled for Bangkok by a coalition of his foes.
The military ordered all troops to report to their duty stations. There was no sign of resistance
to the coup in the hours after it was announced late Tuesday. "The armed forces commander
and the national police commander have successfully taken over Bangkok and the surrounding
area in order to maintain peace and order. There has been no struggle," the new leaders said in a
statement on national television.
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Source: http://www.usatoday.com/news/world/2006−09−19−thailand_x.htm
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DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report Contact Information

DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Reports − The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure
Report is a daily [Monday through Friday] summary of open−source published information
concerning significant critical infrastructure issues. The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure
Report is archived for ten days on the Department of Homeland Security Website:
http://www.dhs.gov/iaipdailyreport

DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report Contact Information

Content and Suggestions:
Send mail to dhsdailyadmin@mail.dhs.osis.gov or contact the DHS
Daily Report Team at (703) 983−3644.

Subscription and Distribution Information:
Send mail to dhsdailyadmin@mail.dhs.osis.gov or contact the DHS
Daily Report Team at (703) 983−3644 for more information.

Contact DHS

To report physical infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact the National Infrastructure
Coordinating Center at nicc@dhs.gov or (202) 282−9201.

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US−CERT at soc@us−cert.gov or
visit their Web page at www.us−cert.gov.

Department of Homeland Security Disclaimer
 The DHS Daily Open Source Infrastructure Report is a non−commercial publication intended to educate and inform
personnel engaged in infrastructure protection. Further reproduction or redistribution is subject to original copyright
restrictions. DHS provides no warranty of ownership of the copyright, or accuracy with respect to the original source
material.
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